Abstract
Binarised Neural Networks hold significant promise for efficient inference on embedded devices and have received significant attention recently. We investigate if Tensorflow and its XLA compiler infrastructure are suited for generating efficient embedded code given a trained BNN. We detail the Tensorflow/XLA/LLVM work flow, building on Tensorflow's XLA high-level optimiser and following LLVM infrastructure. We explore XLA generated code for dot products as well as supported data types. We build a binary dot product in LLVM IR and show the efficiency of the resulting code. We identify shortcomings of the current Tensorflow/XLA/LLVM tool chain and suggest future work to yield efficient auto-generated code for binary dot products.

Introduction
Artificial neural networks (ANNs), especially deep ANNs (DNNs) have pushed the limits of machine learning in the past years [9]. ANNs are typically prototyped using single-precision floating-point and are expensive to execute on classical computer architectures. With the increased relevance of DNNs, and their huge computational complexity, there is a fundamental interest in more efficient training and inference. In this work we focus on efficient inference. This means improving the match between DNN representation, inference algorithm and available computer architecture. One example of similar efforts is the half-precision floating-
point number format (16bit). This format is now supported by many GPU and CPU SIMD units [8] and extensively used in DNN training and inference.

Courbariaux et al. [4] have shown how ANNs can be trained such that weights and/or activation functions rely on binary values only, now known as binarised neural networks (BNNs). Recent works like [10, 14] have improved the classification accuracy achievable with BNNs, thereby reducing the gap to ANNs relying on higher-precision data types. Blott et al. [2] have developed a framework for exploration of BNNs and mapping onto FPGAs, yielding excellent performance figures of up to 50 TFLOP/s per device. For CPUs, Courbariaux et al. [4] have suggested the implementation of binary dot products using bit-parallel XNOR and population count – instructions which are available on most CPUs. We have demonstrated the performance advantage of reduced-precision number formats in matrix multiplication on general-purpose CPUs [11], including an implementation using bit-parallel XOR and population count for binary matrix multiplication. Our results include a 21x speed-up of binary matrix multiplication over float32 on an ARM Cortex-A15.

We believe that BNNs are an excellent choice to execute ANNs on constrained devices. In this work, we explore efficient mapping of BNNs onto embedded CPUs (in contrast to ASICs or FPGAs). We are interested in how to best exploit the pervasively available ARM ISA, allowing more intelligent devices based on existing CPU architectures. There exist some frameworks for compressing neural networks. Some target classical reduced-precision [6, 5], some target specifically binarised neural networks [3, 13, 7]. Some target exclusively FPGAs [3]. Changing tool infrastructure is a major investment. We are therefore interested in understanding to what extent the established Tensorflow machine learning framework can accommodate for efficient implementation of BNNs. This is even more relevant as Tensorflow relies on LLVM for many optimisations and final target-specific code generation.

This work aims at (i) sketching how Google Tensorflow/XLA and LLVM could be adapted to support efficient code generation for BNNs and at (ii) identifying related open issues on the way.

**Background**

Tensorflow [1] is currently one of the dominant software frameworks for machine learning. With Tensorflow/XLA (XLA stands for accelerated linear algebra) there is a dedicated code infrastructure for generating static code.

The Tensorflow/XLA workflow consists of (i) generating a Tensorflow graph representing a trained ANN, (ii) converting it to an XLA graph, (iii) performing high-level optimisations and (iv) generating architecture-independent LLVM IR code, (v) performing target-specific transformations on the IR code (through LLVM) and (vi) generating assembly code for the target architecture (through LLVM). LLVM IR features a very generic integer data type allowing for any bit width from 1 bit to $2^{23} - 1$. We follow the LLVM notation, where $i1$ denotes a single-bit integer and $iwXL$ denotes a packed bitstring holding L integer values of W bits each.

In an ideal (tool) world, we would wish the above workflow to provide the following in order to allow for proper exploration of number formats used:

1. Users express ANN weights and activation functions in Tensorflow variables approximating the real numbers;
2. Training algorithms can explore finite number spaces for weights and activation functions, annotating the types on the way with the minimal required precision, including the extreme case of 1-bit wide number representation.

3. All Tensorflow graph operations using any data type can be mapped into XLA graph operations.

4. XLA generates vectorised IR using arbitrary long vectors of arbitrary precision operators (including i1).

5. LLVM partitions long i1 vectors to i1x32, i1x64 or i1x128, as most suitable for target ISA.

6. Given vectorised IR code using i1x32/64/128 operators, LLVM generates efficient code for the target architecture implementing relevant operations in bit-parallel instructions, using e.g. XNOR and popcount.

Experiments

In the following, we report on a set of experiments to evaluate selected steps of the ideal tool flow sketched above in the context of Google Tensorflow/XLA/LLVM. We first use a float32 dot product to demonstrate the behaviour of the existing Tensorflow/XLA/LLVM tool chain (Listings 1-3). Then the effect of using the dedicated `tensordot` operator is shown (Listing 4-6). Then we modify the float32 IR code to accommodate packed 1-bit integer vectors and show the effect of LLVM optimiser passes as well as generated ARMv7 code (Listing 7-9).

All experiments are performed using Tensorflow version 1.12.0 via Python interface. For standalone experiments with IR, LLVM v6.0.0 is used. Tensorflow uses the LLVM optimiser with the following options: -O3 -inline -loop-vectorize -slp-vectorizer -S. The disassembly dumps reported in the listings were generated using objdump: arm-linux-gnueabi-objdump.

Listing 1 introduces our running example, a Tensorflow graph with two float32 input vectors and two nodes (elementwise multiplication and summation) explicitly formulating a dot product.

Listing 1: Tensorflow graph with explicit specification of vector dot product with float32 operands (TFG1)

```python
input_x_t = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, shape=[1024*1024], name='input_x')
input_y_t = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, shape=[1024*1024], name='input_y')
sum_t = tf.reduce_sum(tf.multiply(input_x_t, input_y_t), name='output_x')
```

Listing 2 shows the XLA-generated IR for the graph described in Listing 1. Observe that the elementwise multiplication and summation are executed in separate loops.

Listing 2: LLVM IR of Listing 1 as generated by XLA

```mlir
L8 : define internal void @output_x_reduction12 ( [ ] ) #0 { 
  [ ]
  L19 : %6 = fadd fast float %4, %5 
  [ ]
  L22 : }
L24 : define void @entry ( [ ] ) #0 {
  [ ]
  L50 : multiply.17.5.loop_body_dim.0:
  L55 : %11 = fmul fast float %4, %10
  [ ]
  L76 : reduce.17.13.inner_loop_body_reduction_dim.0:
  L89 : call void @output_x_reduction12 ( [ ] )
  [ ]
}
```

Listing 3 shows the assembly code as generated by XLA+LLVM. Observe that LLVM generates vectorised NEON code (vmul, vadd, operating on four float32 in one 128bit register), yet does not merge the loops.

Listing 3: Assembly code as generated by XLA+LLVM

```asm
LB : define internal void @output_x_reduction12 ( [ ] ) #0 { 
  [ ]
  LB19 : %4 = fadd fast float %4, %5 
  [ ]
  LB22 : }
LB24 : define void @entry ( [ ] ) #0 {
  [ ]
  LB50 : multiply.17.5.loop_body_dim.0:
  LB55 : %11 = fmul fast float %4, %10
  [ ]
  LB76 : reduce.17.13.inner_loop_body_reduction_dim.0:
  LB89 : call void @output_x_reduction12 ( [ ] )
  [ ]
}
```
Listing 3: ARMv7 asm of float32 dot product as generated by XLA/LLVM from Listing 1+2

L18: 28: 1e4200d0 vmulf32 q8, q9, q8  
L33: 64: 1e420060 vaddf32 q8, q9, q8

Listing 4 constructs an alternative float32 dot product implementation using tf.tensordot (identical to numpy.tensordot).

tf.tensordot uses a custom implementation in XLA, relying on Eigen library calls for some cases.

Listing 4: Graph with single-operator vector dot product (TFG2)

input_x_t = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, shape=[1024*1024], name=’input_x’)  
input_y_t = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, shape=[1024*1024], name=’input_y’)  
sum_t = tf.tensordot(input_x_t, input_y_t, 1, name=’output_x’)

Listing 5 shows the resulting LLVM IR code of the Tensorflow graph using tensordot when compiled with XLA.

Listing 5: XLA-generated LLVM IR from Listing 4

This LLVM IR is transformed to the optimized ARMv7 assembly in listing 6. LLVM emits an efficient vectorised fused multiply-accumulate instruction (vmla).

Listing 7 shows hand-optimized IR where the single bits are packed into int32 variables to allow for vectorization. This code has not yet been optimized by LLVM and the operations are done in simple loops.

Listing 7: handoptimized IR with i32 and bipolar dot product

Listing 8 shows the code from listing 7 after the optimizations done by LLVM. This code is efficiently vectorized.

Listing 8: LLVM optimized IR with i32 datatype and bipolar dot product

Listing 9 shows the assembly generated from the hand- and LLVM-optimized IR in 8. Both for the XNOR and the
population count, efficient SIMD instructions are used (veor and vcnt, respectively).

Listing 9: ARMv7 assembly for datatype i32 bipolar dot product

```
L18: 28: f34201f0 veor q8, q9, q8
L21: 34: f3f005e0 vmvn q8, q8
```

Discussion

Formulating a float32 dot product in Tensorflow with multiplication and summation operators (see Listing 1), gives vectorised operations, yet executed in separate loops, which also blocks potential fusion of the two arithmetic operations to a single fused-multiply-add. It is surprising to see that the XLA high-level optimiser seems unable to fuse the two operations.

Expressing the float32 dot product with tf.tensordot enables XLA to generate more efficient IR code with a single loop (see Listing 5). This enables LLVM to use fused multiply accumulate in the generated ARMv7 assembly code.

Adapting the IR code manually to implement a bipolar dot product by vector XNOR and population count (see Listing 7) yields a code which, after LLVM optimisation, allows LLVM to generate assembly code using vectorised NEON instructions (see Listing 9). This assembly code corresponds to the manual implementation suggested in [12, 4].

Contrasting the experiments results with the ideal tool flow shows that the core limitation lies in the inability of Tensorflow/XLA to generate 1-bit IR vector code. If Tensorflow/XLA had that ability, LLVM could take up the IR, optimise it and generate efficient bit-parallel and vectorised code for ARMv7 NEON.

Conclusion

Binarised neural networks are likely a perfect fit for an efficient execution of many ANNs on embedded architectures. We have documented the lacking support for 1-bit data types in Tensorflow/XLA, but also the ability of LLVM to generate efficient bit-parallel code – given it receives proper IR code (i.e. expressing the binary or bipolar vectors as <i1xN>).

Core insights:

- Tensorflow does not support custom-precision floating-point or integer data types, including 1-bit integer.
- LLVM IR knows custom-precision integer types including 1bit integer and can operate on it.
- LLVM IR can encode vector operations on <i1x32> vector code.

Recommendations:

- Tensorflow should support custom-precision integer and floating-point data types to support a wider design-space exploration of ML models. Given the interest in QNNs/BNNs, we expect Tensorflow to incorporate this feature soon.
- The Tensorflow high-level optimiser rules should be reviewed and improved to allow for fusion of operators (rather than relying on library calls).
- ARMv7 bipolar product throughput is limited by the NEON bitcount instruction (VCNT), which can only operate on groups of 8bit. The ARM Scalable Vector Extension (SVE) introduced in ARMv8.2 should be screened for an improved instruction.
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